
MTB 22 Dalsen Runde

TOUR

This family-friendly forest path tour lures with fabulous waterfalls along the way and two beautiful alpine pastures.

Starting point
Tourist Info Schleching

Location
Schleching


distance:
12.0 kilometres 

duration:
01:25 hours


maximum altitude:
1010 meters 

minimum altitude:
565 meters


altitude difference:
460 ascending 

altitude difference:
460 descending

Route: Schleching (569 m) - Mühlau hiking car park - Dalsen forest trail, Vordere Dalsen Alm (946 m) - Hintere 
Dalsen Alm - Schattseit trail - Mühlau - Schleching

The "Floderermandl" is a "horrible ghost" that scares the shit out of children. But of course only in the legend. On the other 
hand, the waterfall called «Floderer», home of the legendary Floderermandl, is 100% real. You can pass the 50 meter high 
waterfall after a few minutes on the easy round trip to the Dalsen Almen. It starts either directly at the Tourist Info in 
Schleching or at the Dalsen car park in Mühlau. There is also parking at Dalsenbach. After a quarter of an hour you will 
pass the «Ochsensprung», the first large waterfall, and a little later the «Floderer». You continue uphill and reach the 
magnificent Dalsen Alm with the Vordere and Hintere Dalsen Alm . Dalsen is a Roman name for mountain saddle. After 
the typical alpine snack at the "Huber-Kaser" you can still cycle in a few minutes to a cross with benches that can be seen 
from afar before heading home. Either you take the same way back or you drive south of the Dalsenbach on the so-called 
"Schattseit-Weg" in a rushing ride down to Mühlau.

Highlights : waterfalls along the way, two alpine pastures, beautiful viewing bench at the cross (short detour)

Information : Tourist Info Schleching, Schulstr. 4, Tel. +49 (0) 86 49 59791 13, www.achental.com

https://www.achental.com/de
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